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Abstract— Association in Data Mining is used to identify
frequent item sets and its correlation. The broad application
of association mining in research, market analysis and
disease predictions are proved. But sometimes the
formation of association rule is very peculiar work in
medical diagnosis. Early detection of disease is always
useful to reduce the complexity and after effects. It also
reduces time and money expenses. In this paper, I propose
a case study for disease prediction model.
Keywords— Data Mining; Association Rule; heart
Disease.

1. Introduction
Data mining or knowledge discovery is a process of
identifying valid and useful information from a large multi
dimensional dataset. So it combines data bases, information
retrieval, statistics, machine learning and algorithms.
Association mining is one of the descriptive methodologies
to generate associative rules for the frequent sets among the
transactional data. The efficient discovery of such rules has
been a major focus in the data mining research community
[1].
Association rules are defined as
be a set of items. Let be a set of transactions, where each
transaction T is a set of items such that
Each
transaction is associated with a unique identifier TID. A
transaction T is said to contain , a set of items in X, If
.
An association rule is an implication of the
form
, where
X, R X, and
R= . The
rule
R has a support s in the transaction set D if s% of
the transaction in D contains Q R. That is known as, the
support of the rule is the probability that and Y hold
together among all the possible presented cases
i.e.,
. It is said that the rule
R holds in the
transaction set with confidence c, if
of transactions
in D that contain
and also contain . That is, the
confidence of the rule is the conditional probability that the
consequent Y is true under the condition of the antecedent
X.
The problem of discovering all association rules from a
set of transaction D which consists of the rules that have a
support and confidence greater than given thresholds.
These rules are called strong rules.

2. Case Study: Heart Disease
Heart disease is one of the major causes of mortality in
the world. Each year about 500,000 people die from heart
attacks. An additional 500,000 undergo coronary artery
bypass surgery or balloon angioplasty for advanced heart
disease. Early recognition and treatment of heart disease is
vital to prevent some of these events [2]. In case of any
disease, early intervention is better than providing
treatment after identifying the disease. According to
surveillance of mortality and cardiovascular disease(CVD)
related morbidity in industrial settings, almost 2.6 million
Indians are predicted to die due to coronary heart
disease(CHD), which constitutes 54.1% of all CVD deaths
in India by 2020. Additionally, CHD in Indians has been
shown to occur prematurely, that is, at least a decade
earlier than their counterparts in developed countries. Heart
diseases may see in all categories of peoples without any
age categories in India. It is due to the lack of physical
activity, modern improper food habits, smoking and
alcohol consumption. Sadly we can say these are the part of
Indian youth’s life style.
The ultimate goal of risk factor prevention, detection,
and control is to prevent acute events. In India, most cases
felt the first occurrence of heart disease is without prior
knowledge of heart disease. Sudden death and out of
hospital deaths, due to heart disease are also without the
prior evidence. So in this paper, we try to identify the cases
of heart disease by using associative symptoms. Risk
factors are widely classified into two categories, which are
major and contributing. Major risk factors are here used to
prove the risk of heart diseases. Contributing risk factor are
those that doctors think can lead to an increased risk of
heart disease, but their exact role has not been defined. The
more risk factors you have, the more likely to have heart
disease development. Some risk factors can be changed.
But as a whole, it can be considered as evidence. If in case
of earlier identification, most of the risk factors can be
changed or treated and also controlled as possible through
lifestyle changes and medicines. Based on Table I data, we
are considering the minimum support as 2.
i.e. min_sup_count= 2/10 =20%
Then the maximum support count in C1, which is
identified as 8 for Cholesterol and other support counts are
C2 = 7, C3= 6, C4=4, C5=3,C6=2. Strong association rule
satisfy both minimum support and minimum confidence.
So the confidence is,
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Table 3: large itemset generated in each list

The conditional probability is expressed in terms of
itemset support count, where support count
is the
number of transactions that contains the itemset
,
and support count (A) is the number of transactions
contains the itemset A.
Confidence( H D=>Cho) = 9/10 = 90%
Confidence( H D=>Chol^Dia) = 7/10 = 70%
Confidence( HD=>Cho^P I) = 7/10 = 70%
Confidence( H D=>Cho^Dia^P I) = 6/10 = 60%
Confidence( H D=>Cho^Dia^Obe^P I) = 4/10 = 40%
Confidence( H D=>Cho^Dia^Obe^Smo^PI) = 3/10 = 30%
Confidence( H D=>BP^Cho^Dia^Obe^Smo^P I) =2/10=
20%
If the minimum confidence threshold is 70%, then the
first three rules are generating strong association.

3. Result and Discussion
Apriori algorithm is used here to determine the
association of symptoms and generate association rules.
Ten sample data of heart disease (HD) with its associative
symptoms are shown in Table 1. The maximum confidence
of this dataset is identified as 0.9. Table 2 is used to show
the age of ten patients.
Table 4: Mean and Standard deviation

Table 1: Symptom of Heart disease

Table 3 shows the largest itemset which generated from
4 lists by the apriori algorithm. L(2) produced 14 itemsets
as largest and L(4) produced smallest as 2. Table 4 shows
the average age group for heart disease. According to male
group the minimum age for occurring heart disease is 38
and for female it is 45. The average age group for male is
45 and female is 58.7. In recent years, the average of both
male and female is reducing because of modern food habits
and life style. Table 5 represents the weight of each
attribute, given as the predicting factor of heart disease.
Table 5: Weight of the attributes
Table 2: Age of the patients

From table 2, it can be concluded that the age and sex
are major dependent factors for heart disease prediction. So
the condition of rule based multidimensional association is
written as,
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IF (Confidence
IF (Gender==Male)&&(age>35)
THEN (“The Risk is High”);
ELSE-IF (Gender==Male) && (age<35)
THEN (“The Risk is Normal”);
ELSE_IF (Gender==Female)&&(Age>45)
THEN (“The Risk is High”);
ELSE (“The Risk is Normal”);
END-IF;

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

4. Conclusion
This paper introduced a case study for associative
mining and which may useful for experts to predict heart
diseases and make consciousness in surveillance of
mortality due to heart disease or its related issues. The
relation of age, sex and suspected symptoms like hyper
tension or blood pressure, cholesterol, diabetes, obesity,
smoking and physical inactivity for the prediction of heart
disease is proven in this work. In India, the average time of
more than one hour is needed for a patient to reach a
hospital in any emergency situation. So Indian medical
practitioners are demonstrating awareness of evidence
based treatment and therefore this application will give
more support to such society for their future work.
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